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European Pipeline Engineering (EPE) are proud to announce the release of a new product to the market.
EPE now offer our own branded ductile iron pipe. In the technical material below we will show you the
superior differences between our own pipe and what is currently on the market. Please take the time to
review the information and don’t hesitate to contact us for further information.
In 2010 new regulations were introduced that enabled ductile iron manufacturers to reduce the wall thickness
of the ductile iron pipe. BS EN545: 2010 reduced the thickness which enabled new competition in the market
place and has driven down prices in what is already a very competitive market. EPE always offer a high quality
product and have never looked at minimal standards, we always consider what is best for the product and
the longevity of the product for its uses.
With the introduction of our own pipe to the marketplace in 2013, EPE offer the highest quality product
which far exceeds the BS EN545: 2010 guidelines, without cost implications to the pipe. We understand the
demands that ductile iron pipes go under in fitting and in situ applications, and with that knowledge to hand
we now offer DWI approved European Pipeline Group Ductile Iron Pipe.
Below is a description of each part of the pipe which clearly shows its
superiority with standard pipes currently available.
Cement LiningCement lining in ductile iron is extremely important as it is what the water
comes into contact with. Our blast furnace Portland cement is among the
most reliable and commonly used cements in this application. The cement
lining in EPE’s pipe is part of the DWI approval (DWI 56.4.1114) and is
also WRAS approved. So with our certified and naturally hard wearing
cement lining, European Pipeline Group Ductile Iron Pipe offers safety
and longevity saving you money now and in the future.
CoatingThe external coating of our ductile iron pipe consists of 85% zinc and 15% aluminium alloy sprayed to a
thickness of 200 – 400g/m2. Once this layer is set we spray an epoxy seal and synthetic coating of blue or
red depending on the pipes end use. The standard recommends 130g/m2 of zinc with a 70g/m2 synthetic
coating thereafter. As you can see with a variety of options available up to and including 400g/m2 we far
exceed the minimal guidelines again offering you the highest quality with every pipe.
Ductile IronOur ductile pipe has a tensile strength and buckling limit of no less than 4200 bar, coupled with the
manufacture of the pipe in Europe means we ensure high quality throughout the process. With a European
foundry it also enables us to improve what would otherwise be long lead times for certain contracts.

Our pipe length prices start at £10.80* per metre, with a range from 80mm to 1000mm diameter. Our pipe
quality extends well into BS EN598 standards as well, exceeding pressure class thickness requirements from
the most recent standards introduced.
All our pipes are 6 metre effective lengths, with extremely quick lead times preventing any waiting times for
pipe deliveries. Large Stocks are available from Fareham, Hampshire or our European Foundry in days rather
than weeks.

In short our pipe wall thicknesses are greater than UK industry standards by some 1.6 times over the average
nominal bore sizes. You may ask why you need to improve on a standard product:
“Why would you buy standard specification when high specification is available at the same price?”
Overall European Pipeline Group Ductile Iron Pipe offers cost effective solutions to a competitive
marketplace, giving you superior quality and longevity and providing you with the perfect solution for the
future safeguarding of your pipeline business activity.

*Subject to stock availability and quantity required

